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ABOUT |  

Unplugged Multimedia is a full service production company based in Washington DC, specializing
in creating music videos, ilms, commercials, documentaries and promotional videos. Founded in 
2011 by active owners Jerome Hyde, and Dean Thomas. We pride our values on the highest standards 
of professionalism, consistency, quality, artistic integrity and perfection when providing our clients 
with a inished product.



we	represent	the	client’s	needs	in	the	best	way
CLIENTS

our	goal	is	to	move	viewers	without	even	touching	them
STORY

crea vity	starts	by	viewing	the	world	differently
PROJECTS

a	professional,	high	quality,	finished	product	is	what	our	clients	can	expect
RESULTS
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we determine the best format to 
present your story

create a compelling story that 
fits the client’s vision

Tell a story that can move 
the viewers without even 
touching them

STORY
creavity starts by viewing the world 
differently

PROJECTS
The client’s vision comes to life through 
the process of concept building, shoong 
footages and eding
Client’s can expect industry standard project 
capabilies.

a professional, high quality, finished 
product is what our clientscan expect
Client’s will be more than 
sasfied with their end product
Unplugged Mulmedia will assure 
the best results for clients

RESULTS

CLIENTS CAN EXPECT 
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A	FILM	PROJECT	POWERED	BY

is produced by a team of	creative geniuses
is produced with industry standard	equipment & technologies
is meticulously edited down to every detail
is polished mainstream media quality
is delivered on scheduled and within budget
positions your products and services for viral exposure and 
powerful brand awareness in the marketplace on all mediums
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PROVEN	EXPERIENCE	BY

Regional Emmy Award & Telly Award winning creative director
Featured FIlm & Documentary Production 

Fashion shows & Photo shoots | Concert coverage

Network Television | Entertainment event coverage
Music Videos landing on international countdown and tv related shows
Music Videos that has been seen around the world.  (Africa, Europe, Caribbean) 

years combine industry experience

over

30
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CONTACT |  

Music Videos
Featured ilm | Short ilms
Commercials
Documentaries
Promotional Videos
Corporate
PhotographyPhotography
Company Branded Videos
Entertainment coverage | media coverage | Live coverage

UNPLUGGED MULTIMEDIA LLC
Jerome Hyde

Chief Creative Director
(t): 301.351.2425

(e): unpluggedmm@gmail.com
Unplugged Multimedia
Unplugged MultimediaUnplugged Multimedia
Unplugged Multimedia

CORE AREAS CONTACT




